Active Music Songs

#1 Kids in Action
Some of our favorites are...
1. Kids in motion
2. Bop til you drop
3. This is the way we do it

#2 Dr. Jean
Consider Trying...
1. I wish I had a little red box
2. Tiny Tim the turtle

#3 Jim Gill
We love...
1. List of dances
2. Your face will surely show it
3. The Banana Song

#4 Kimbo
Have you heard...
1. Five little monkeys
2. Nursery rhyme rap

#5 Laurie Berkner
These songs will get you moving...
1. Goldfish song
2. Bumblebee song
3. Song in my tummy

#6 The Learning Station
You’re going to love...
1. Wishy washy washer woman
2. Baby shark
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